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Fig. J. Age pyramids for Johannesburg Municipality
(populatic'Tl 1936 and 1951).

they would reach the age of 60 - 65 years in considerable
numbers. It is quite apparent from the diagram tha,t the
number of aged would increase even more rapidly by
1970 or 1975.

Extension of 'the span of life in middle age a,nd old age
by improved medical care does not imply at the present
time 'the complete a:rrest or ,the elimination of disease.
Many are disabled by the degenemtive diseases.

Benjamin: expressing similar views, stated: 'The social
and medical services . . . will face a growing burden of
chronic invalidity larising rfrom the sheer growth in num
bers of older persons outstnipping the slower ,improvement
in their average vitality'.

New types of staJtistics are required to identify the new
problems in the care of the aged in Johannesburg. These
will be a guide for the effective development and evalua
tion of official and voluntary programmes in ,the f,ield of
medical care, aII1d for extending the scope and improving
the balance of the work.

Quantitative information on the prevalence of acute
and chronic diseases and impairments, the volume and
degree of disability, the utiLization of the medical services,
available hospital beds, and the pattern of behaviour of
the chronica'lIy ill persons, are onJy some of the data
needed for this work.

The present paper is divided into 2 sections. The first
part is the background mater,ial to the second, which is the
medical and social evaluation of inpatients, 65 years and
over, in the Johannesburg General Hospitals.

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

At present, a convenient cho.ice of a group for study
according to functional and sociological ageing is not
possible. The choice of the group is, therefore, made on
a chronological basis. The life expectancy at birth in
South Africa is over 65 years.' Sixty-five lis the most
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The demography of a country at a given time is brought
about by the ,interaction of the birth rate, mortality and
migration, past and current. The pI'esent generaI trends
of the structural changes of the population in the Republic
of South Africa are along the same lines as in other
Western societies. There is both a relative and an absolute
increase in the number of European persons over the age
of 65 years.

Statistics of Aged in South Africa
In 1936, of the total European populaJtion of over 2

million, 4'9% were older ;than 65: By 1951 ,the proportion
had risen steeply to 6'5'1'0' Badenho'rst' estimated that by
1980 it would stand at 8·6%, placing South Africa in the
same position that obtained in the USA, Italy, and
Australia in 1950.3 However, he admitted at a later date
that he had underestimated these forecasts considerably"

The a,bsolurte figures rose steeply from 99,000 in 1936
to 171,000 in 1951.' The fqgure for 1958 was an estimated
203,000. By projection methods, the estimate for 1980 is
324,000.' This, roo, is proba,bly an underestimate.

As previously stlVted; the effect of the progress of
medical treatment has been not so much the increase of
life expectancy of the older age groups, as the survival of
larger numbers of ,the young and the middle-aged to
old age. This was forcefully emphasized by Titmuss at
the 31'd Congress of the IntemaJtionail Association of
Gerontology." The Republic of South Africa is, therefore,
faced with the prospect of continued ageing of the popu
lation' as are the other Western nations, and may soon
pass from a 'mature' to a rela,tively 'old' nation. The
Summary Report of ,the Proceedings of the World Popu
lation Conference, 1954,' sta,tOO: 'European populations
in North America, Oceania, and South Africa are increas
ing more rapidly than those in Wes1ern Europe'.

Statistics of Aged in Johannesburg
The population of Johannesburg reflects not only ,these

same increases, but a:lso the trends of the natura,l shift
from rthe rum'l to the urban areas. In 1936, 10,500 were
over 65 years of age. l This figure was doubled in the
following 15 yea-rs. This change is well demonstrated by
the superimposition of 2 pyramids representing the popu
lation structure of the 2 census years, 1936 and 1951
(Fig. 1). Each horizon,tal projection represents the numbers
of each 5-year group, divided into maJes and females.

The shoulders of the pyramid for !the census year 1936
represent the lar:ge numbers of persons between the ages
of 20 and 35 years. By 1951 the survivors aged 15 years;
this is demonstrated by the movement of the shoulders
at that time to the higher age groups. By 1965, however,

* Paper presented at the 43rd South African Medical Con
gress (M.A.S.A.), Cape Town, 24 - 30 September 1%1.
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for by <the different riatttern of hospital utilization' and
conditions prevailing there. The average length of stay in
the short-stay hospitals for all ages is 8-6 days, and for
those 65 and over, 15 days."

SUMMARY

There is a rapid ·increase in 'the relative and absolute
numbers of European persons over the age of 65 years
in South Africa. These changes are reflected in ,the popu
lation changes of Johannesburg.

Because of the growing burden of rincreased invadidity'
in the older age groups, information on their use of
hospital services is required.

Approximately 23% of the adults admitted to the
Johannesburg General Hospitals are aged 65 year and
over. The increase in the average length of stay in hospi.tal
in this group is demonstrated. A random sample of 90
elderly part:ients is tudied in greater detail from the
medical and social aspects.

This survey emphasizes ,that large numbers of disabled
elderly persons have inadequate facilities for home care.
Preliminary study demonstrates that many of these patients
do not require inpatient care as provided by a teaching

In Johannesburg <there are limited ho pitarl facilities for
those patients classified as chronic ick, who, as defined,
require constant killed nur ing and medical aJttention.u ,,,

ot all the 90 patients tudied required the diagnostic or
therapeutic facilities and the nursing or medical care v hich
are provided by a general ho pital for acute cases.

One expects, therefore, to find a moderate Illumber of
admissions which are unnecessary on tthese grounds. How
ever, the f,igure of 23 is surprisingly high. Of ,these, only 2
need not have been admit!ted at all, since other faoilities
were easily available lIJOd adequate. Four were admitted
because there was mo one to care for them aJt home. One
patient came from an aged home, which could not provide
medical care. Three patients could have been mreated at
home .if medical services were provided, and a fur.ther 3
if nursing services covering most of the day were also
available. The relarpse of the remaining 10 patients may
have been tprevented if adeqUllJte provision had been
available for .the continuation of their general trreatment
outside hospital.

The full position becomes manifest when these findings
are mJterpreted as ab olute figures for the period of a
full year. ApproximaJtely 846 patlients, 65 yead'S and over,
do not require the facili<ties provided by the Johannesburg
General Hospi.tal as an acute hospital. Better follow-up
facilities may have prevented the admission of the largest
group, tota<lling 368. These include regular visits by di trict
nurses and social worker, free tTanspofit arrangements,
and special facilities and considerations in the outpaltient
departmen.ts. A further 147 pa1tients were admitted because
of the Jack of home domestic help. Home medicaJ and
nUfSling services may have prevented die admission of a
further 220 patients.

The Witwater rand JeWlish Aged Home and the aged
homes of the Rand Aid Association provide certain
nursffig and med1cal care for tIheir residents. The part
they play in the reduction of the admissions to the Johan
nesburg General Ho pital is at present being tudied.

'I1his paper presents some of the preliminary fiodings
of the work m this field which is in progress in the
Department of Medicine of the UniveTsity of the Wit
watersrand. Further studies are being pursued along the
lines indicated.

1 25
2 31
3 12
4 11
5 2

Unclassified 9

Total 90

TABLE n. DISABlLlTY RATING AND CONDmONS OF CARE AMO G
90 ELDERLY PATIENTS

Grade of
disabiliry12 Total

institutions, 2 are in an acute general hospital at present
and 4 are in aged homes.

Of great 1mportance is ·the fact that of the house
bound group (grade 3), 2 have no assistance, and of those
with some limitation (grade 2), a third have no substantial
help at home. These 'fequire more care than can be pro
vided by a district nurse or a medical practitioner under
the present system of care <lit home.

Four married individuals of limited capacity (grade 2),
living with ttheir spouses, are placed in the group not
receiving home care because the disability of tlJ.e spouse tS
greater than their own. TIlls whole group with limited
capacity (grade 2), and mot receiving home care requiTes
further study because of .their trequent and long stays in
hospital. Durillg the previous 12 months this group of
11 has been admitted on 24 occasions, with lIJO average
length of stay of just over 25 days on each occasion,
which is well above the general avefllJge stay. Five pa.tien1s
have been attending .the outpatient department regulliJfly
for 10 years or more. One pal1ticular patient has had 14
separate admissions for the same illness in this period.

The 6 patients m the group with unlimited and unsuper
vised act!ivi·ty (grade 1) are either single, widowed, or
estranged from their relatives, and are tllerefore alone.
They all have ·illnesses of long standing with several
recorded admissions to hospital. All are attending the
medical outpatient department regularly. A deterioration
of their physical staJte may easily place them <into the more
evere grades of disability.

Taken together as a group, the 2, the 11, and the 6
(all with no home care), totalling 19 patients in all, form
a considerable number of patients in an unfortunate
position for whom no adequate provi.sion has been made.
This group is representative of about 700 of the patients
admitted in a year.

nursing, washing, feeding, and a.ttention to bladder and
bowels.

4. IndiVliduafs who are confined to bed or its \immediate
vicinity (bed-bound).

5. Individuals who are totally blind, or whose vision
is so impaired that they cannot take care of themselves.

Of the 11 patients who are bed-bound (grade 4), 5 are
being cared for at home. Of the 6 ,listed as being in
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Fig. 2. Main diagnoses on admission among tile 90 patients
studied.

ariter,iosclerotic group. Several major diseases occurred
together in the same patient; the full incidence df these
is still being studied.

The volume and degree of disability of .these acute and
chronic diseases merits specrial analysis. The 90 patients
have been grouped ,into 5 grades of disability following
the classification of Zeman." This .has been correlated with
the home ca:re provided either by persons aJt home, by
neighbours or by servants (TaWe Il).

The 5 grades are as ·follows:
I. Individuals capable of unlimited acblVlty, to be

trusted to go about .the city in safety, lIJOd unsupervised.
2. Individuals capable of moderate activity, <to be

trusted in the neighbourhood of their homes (limited
capacity).

3. Individuals whose capabilities are limited and whose
activities need both assistance lIJOd superv.ision, and who
require escort outside (practicaHy housebound). They need

MEDICAL AND SOCIAL EVALUATION

As a development of this study, a random sample of 90
pat!ie:nts admitted bet!ween 1 February lIJOd 31 July 1961
was further analysed. Of the pliimary diseases which
resulted in ,the admission of the patients to hospital,
arteriosclerotic and degenerative heart diseases, malignant
neoplasms, and digestive and respiratory-system diseases
were by far the commonest (Fig. 2). The hypeI11:ensive
heam-disease group could not be separrated from the

Total analysed Medical Surgical
Age

group Average Average Average
(in Number stay Number stay Number stay

years) (days) (days) (days)

Under 45 1,686 6·54 408 13'12 857 ll·ll
45 - 64 1,122 16·26 396 19·24 430 14·04
65 and over 828 19'10 392 20·57 233 16·61

TABLE I. ANALYSIS OF TOTAL ADMISSIONS TO THE JOHANNESBURG

GENERAL HOSPITAL (OCTOBER, NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 1960)

frequently chosen a.ge for old-age programmes lIJnd pen
sions. SuppoI11: is also given for this arbitrary choice by the
fact t.h.lIJt most surveys use this age delimitation.

The Johannesburg General Hospital contains 694 beds
and its function is to treat acute cases. Closely linked
to fuis hospital are the ur ing Home units for other
patients requiring thoracic and plastic surgery, and medical,
surgical, orthopaedic and neurosurgical treatment. This
adds a further variable number of 180 - 250 beds. The
Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital, and the Fever,
Children's, Dental, and Non-European Hospitals are ex
cluded from rthis study.

Most of the patients are from ttbe Johannesburg area.
During tlle year, January - December 1960, a total of
20,421 hospital pat!ients were admitted. The monthly
average was 1,702, Wtth peak admissions of 1,800 rin March
and August, and low admission rates of 1,560 in April
and December.

The admissions of the consecutive months of October
November and December (average 1,689), were cho~
for detailed analysis. A total of 5,069 patients were
admitted. After exclusion of the pr1vaJte patients, members
of the nursing staff, ·transfers to the maternity hospital,
and those transferred directly from the CasuaJty Depart
ment 10 the Edenvale and South Ramd Hospitals, 3,973
remained. A further 8·6% of this number were excluded
because of incompleteness of the relevant information.

A final figure of 3,636 was ttben analysed. Of rtlls
number, about 23% (828) were 65 years and over. The
medical admissions numbered 1,186, of which 33% (392)
were 65 years and over. Of the 1,520 general surgical
admissions (including thoracic surgery, neurosurgery and
plastic surgery admissions), only 15·3% (233) were of the
older age group. The admission numbers to the gynae
cological, oIithopaedic and eye wards fell away 'flIJpidJy.
The :numbers are too smalI for further analysis at present.

The average length of stay in hospital showed the
expected increase with age. This is especialJy well demon
snrated ,by ·the medical admissions (Table 1). In the 3
groups, under 45, 45 - 64, and 65 and over, their periods
of stay were 13,1, 19·2 and 20·6 days respectively. Sirnihrly,
on the surgical Slide the corresponding figures were 11-1, 14

and 16·6 days. The average duration of stay of all the
admissions was 12·4 days. This is higher than the figure
of 11 days i ued by ttbe Transvaal Department of Hospi
'tal Services for the year 1958 - 1959,'· because of the
selection of the group in .the present study.

Of rnterest is that the periods of stay in hospital are
far longer than those in the USA. This can be accounted
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THE HYP OTIST AND THE PATIE T-WHO GETS THE TREATME T?*

ho pital for acute cases, and their admission could be
prevented by extension of the present social and medical
facilities ,to the home.

Investigations are continuing along these lines.

I wish to express my thanks to Prof. G. A. EllioU for his
encouragement and help. and to the Superintendent of the
Johannesburg General Hospitals for the use of hospital
facilities.
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lay therapist, treating early paranoid pat'ients, projects
them into ·their schizophrenic' orbit, ,their schizophrenia
thereafter to appear full blown and with systematized
hypnotic delusions.

Frequently, when dealing with the dependent type of
woman, therapy comes to a standstill while the patient
exploits the sexually satisfying elements of a passive
hypnotic relationship. LorandJ empha ized the subject's
unconscious desire for seduction by ·the hypnotist, and
actually correlated 'the ability to be hypnotized with yield
ing to the one from whom love was expected. Wolberg'
and Speyer and Stokvis' mentioned 'the sexual aJtrtitude
towards hypnosis in ,those pa;tients who have tr011g sexual
needs. MerriH' described a rather startling complication
after hypnotizing a 25-year-old housewife: 'Her enthusiasm
for hypnosis, her obvious enjoyment of the trance, and
her relaxed, happy, "starry-eyed" appearance after awaken
ing from each .trance suggested tthat she was deriving more
gratification from the hypnotic experience than would be
likely just from the relief of symptoms and the gaining of
insight. One day her aggressive husband stormed into my
office in a jealous rage. threatened to kill me for seducing
his wife .. .'

The patient's attitudes to hypnosis, and ·the recognition
of the neurotic exploitation of the situation must be under
stood by the ,therapist. Indeed, the skilled professional
hypnotist of,ten utilizes the pattient's response to hypnosis
as a means of gaining an understanding of the patient's
psychopathology, and as a means of .furthering the patient's
insight into his problems.

Understanding the neurotic needs of the hypnotist is a
far more complex problem ...

Lindner' described the hypnotic induction as 'a 1001 so
powerful and magical that he can become a demi-god and
make wonderfully amazing things occur merely by calling
this process into being. It is this magical qua:lity that makes
hypnosis so attractive to hypnotist and subject: an omnipo
tence personally identifiable ... the power and megaloma
nia of the hypnotist alone is Ithe ttranSlTliJtting source. It
is he who achieves and directs this magic ... ~n which each
party can identify w¥th his own super-ego longings. The
hypnotist can asswne the jealously-guarded role of his
own father-figure, but 1I10W, much more satisfiably, as a
healer ... it is not merely 'playing God" - he is father'.

Meares' suggested that a tri ing for pO\ er may moti ate
the desire <to hypnotize. If thi power dri e is complicated
by a hysteroid quality there de elops a need to di play
thi power raJther than the power itself. 'Such a mechanism
is hown in a desire for the .therapist to demonstrate his
techniques to a wider audience than imply colleagues who
desire prof ional in truction. The therapi t gives a dra
matic presentation of hi power, and hypn becomes
a show under the raltionalization of medical treatment.'
This power drive may have a sadi tic basis. I have often
watched hypnotists demonstrate at great length the
patients' inability to move their limb. They eem to
derive sartisfaction in eeing their patien struggle, as well
as the gratification of being able to reduce them to com
plete obedience.

ot only may the patient enter thi relationship with
sexual fantasies and neurotic needs, but the therapist in
turn may exploit the ituation for hi own unconscious
erotic desires. The sudden decision to change from a
waking psychotherapy to ·therapy under hypnosis, may
reflect an unconscious desire for a closer relationship with
the patient. Meares aptly called this 'rationalized seduc
tion'.

The need to subdue and dominate as part of the power
drive may be ublimated into !the more acceptable chan
nels of helping and healing. One' hostility and aggres ion
are neutralized in .this way, which may be the only way to
deal with an interpersonal rela,tionship in which one feels
inferior. This particular drive will be discussed again
below.

EXAMINATIO OF LAY HYPNOTISTS

I recently had !the privilege of examining 8 lay hypnotists
as part of a !thesis on 'Motivation in hypnosis',' Each
person was subjected to a psychiatric interview followed
by two psychological tests: the Thematic Apperception
Test and the Sack's Sentence Complet!ion Test. It was
interesting to note that <these subjects were all engaged in
doing psychotherapy. Some of them combined hypnosis
with a form of spiritual healing and a 'laying on of
hands'. All of them expressed an intense need to help
others. When asked if hypnosis did anything for them, their
replies were startling and certainly disarmingly frank. One
subject stated: 'I'm normally a very quiet subdued person,
but when I do hypnosis, I'm a different person. I feel so
superior. There's a latent power within me - a feeling of
superiority .. .' The idea that 'I feel there is a power tbat
goes through me' was expressed by most of the subjects.
Their feelings about hypnosis itself were in some cases
highly coloured by their religious feelings: '1 see the
hypnotic trance as the inner self ascending nearer to the
Divine.

Thematic Apperception Test
The Thematic Apperception Test' is a technique used

for the investiga'tion of the dynamics of personal:ity as it
manifests itself in interper onal relationships. It con i 15
of a eries of rather vague ambiguous pictures and the
subjects are asked to tell a story about some of these
pictures. This is a projective test in that the stories the
subjects tell are in fact projections of feelings and enti
ments and represent the unconsciou needs and drives
of the individual.

In one of the h pnoti examined 0 ert n f a
e ere depr ion v ere apparent. Here i the tory he gi

of card no. I, hi h ,is of a young boy ntemplating a
violin that r ts on a table in front of him:

This pi ture is of a lad of .about 10 year of age. He was
brought up in a careful home even as a )ioung child, w~ere
he was taught to notice things. He \ as a bit on the dull Ide.
When he was tarted at chool, he was straight away rather
backward. nfortunately for him he realized it him elf - he
alway was acutely on iou of the fact that he wa not
as good other youngster at choo!. In thi pi.cture he ~a
taken me paper out of his hool bag and 1 wondermg
what the blazes he' going to do about it, for he can please
neither parent nor tea her. Hi future \ ill not be happy. He
aIway acutely consciou that he pleases neither authority at
home nor authority in any sohool he attend, and that
feeling of negation will remain with him throughout life. He
will be disappointed in his professional life and his domestic
life and will finally die a tired and weary old man.'

He expresses feelings of unworthine and ,inferiority, a
profound disillu ionment lea.ding on to death. He distort
the iolin which is usually interpreted as a vehicle for
achievement, and ees in its place a school bag and paper
which further fm trate him.

The hypno is card (12M) in which an elderly man i
depicted, his hand tretched out above the face of a
reclining figure, was u eful in reflecting the ubject's
feeling about the hypnotic situation. Here is an extract of
one response:

'Ah . . . specially chosen for hypnotists. Can see it in
various way. Most likely ... the sick youngster who's lying
on couch is seemingly beyond help and healer who 'puts his
hand over him - feeling rather shy about what he's doing.
He gives the impression of being bodily weak. But like a light
shining on him that will go through him and use him as a
tool, and will go out through his hands, and he'll be able to
help in ome mysterious, not under tandable but very definite
way.'

Here the ubject mirrors his anxiety about the use of
hypnosis. Basically it is within himself that he feels incom
petent and incapable. He transmutes his weakness in term
of drama'tic and histrionic success, and only in this way
feels he can manage. A ,theme that recurred in tIhi mall
sample i the use of hypno is as a tool of resentment and
domination, as though they rationalized their hostility
towards people by neutralizing it with helping and assi ting.
They have to do good because they want to do bad.
Hypnosis i a means of gaining mastery over an inter
personal relationship which they cannot attain in their
own right. An example of this i the following response
to card I2M:

'Here it looks to me as though the person is trying to heal
and help somebody here. Although it could be somecne ju t
sleeping and an intruder has come into the house. Position of
man is not that of someone going to heal ... has his foot on
the bed ... I don't think any harm will come to the person.

o violence shown. Elderly man . . . u e of hands making
passes ... don't feel this ... rather that he's an intruder.'

Another subject reflected the same feeling, not by
depicting the hypnoti t as an intruder who could harm
the other person, but by describing the reclining figure as
being dead and he is giving hi bles ing. Both reflect the
aggressive need to harm other at thi level.


